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Grant Oliphant Leaves Heinz Endowments
After an impressive three decades
of local philanthropic accomplishments, Grant Oliphant is leaving
Pittsburgh for San Diego.
Oliphant served as press secretary
for the late Senator John Heinz
(1938-1991) from 1988 until the
senator's death in a plane crash.
After a stint in advertising, he returned to the Heinz fold by holding
various executive positions at The
Heinz Endowments. Oliphant left
to helm The Pittsburgh Foundation from 2008 to 2014 where he
helped pull the August Wilson
Center out of bankruptcy and assisted in WDUQ-FM transition
from a college radio station to the
all-new public broadcaster WESAFM. He returned to the Endowments as president in 2014.
The Heinz Endowments is the umbrella organization comprising of

two foundations. Its origin dates
to 1941 with a bequest in the will
of industrialist Howard Heinz
(1877-1941), During Oliphant's
tenure, the organization has
grown to more than $3 billion in
assets and awards over $90 million in grants annually. The Endowments listed some of his specific accomplishments here.
"Grant Oliphant has been a true
leader of the rebirth of Pittsburgh," outgoing Pittsburgh
Mayor Bill Peduto said in a December press release. "Grant
helped to create the needed cohesion between corporate, foundation, and institutions along with
labor and public officials that has
allowed us to create real change
in Pittsburgh these past 10 years.
I'm grateful for his leadership and
friendship and wish him all the
best as he pursues this new opportunity."

Among the last of Oliphant's contributions was announced at about
the same time as his departure.
Called the Pittsburgh’s Cultural
Treasures program, this new initiative has provided 16 Black-led
groups with over $5 million in
grants.
Oliphant is moving to the West
Coast in March to lead The Conrad Prebys Foundation, which
was established by San Diego
property developer Conrad Prebys
(1933-2016). This organization
has about half the assets of The
Endowments and that appears to
be the attraction. "This is truly a
rare opportunity to apply my
skills and experience to building a
new organization almost from the
ground up," Oliphant explained in
a statement.
His wife, Aradhna Malhotra Oliphant, will continue as president
of Leadership Pittsburgh until
June when she will relocate and
join Greg. Meanwhile, Heinz officials are beginning a national
search for Oliphant's successor.
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Post-COVID Show
Attendance Lags
Arts organizations may have returned live programming, but it's
taking audiences more time to
return as well. That's according to
WESA-FM's Bill O'Driscoll.
“Everyone is reporting similar
results, that we’re in general
about 25 percent below prepandemic ticket levels," O'Driscoll quotes Kevin McMahon of
the Pittsburgh Cultural Trust.
He also reports that the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra
concerts have only been filling
about half of Heinz Hall's 2,700
seats "down from a typical figure
of 72 percent."

The non-profit arts/entertainment
sector has been relying on government support and donations. This
has helped, but problems remain.
(The commercial arts/
entertainment sector hasn't been
as fortunate with several businesses shutting down permanently). We are finally operational, but financially we are definitely not back,” McMahon told
O'Driscoll. The Trust is running
its first deficit in 35 years.
For more information, read Bill
O'Driscoll's full story.

Unions &
COVID
Two key entertainment unions,
Actors' Equity Association
(AEA) and Screen Actors GuildAmerican Federation of Television & Radio Artists (SAGAFTRA) have extended their pandemic-era agreement.
In November of 2020, the unions
reached agreement that made it
possible for stage productions to
be staged virtually --- that is,
made available live or taped to a
remote audience --- while theaters
remained shuttered to the public.
The agreement was set to expire
at the end of 2021 but has now
been extended to June 20, 2022.

Harry m. Corbett
(1923-2021)
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Haldeman Leaving
Mattress Factory
Haley Haldeman is stepping down
as leader of the Mattress Factory, reports Bill O'Driscoll for
WESA-FM.
She was named
interim executive
director in 2019
after the turmoil in the wake founder Barbara Luderowski's death
[see Pittsburgh Applause, June
2018, pg 1 -ed.] and subsequent
sexual harassment allegations [see
Pittsburgh Applause, October
2018, page 1 - ed.] Eventually a
settlement was reached over the
claims. [see Pittsburgh Applause,

January 2019, page 4 - ed.] Haldeman was named permanently to
the post in 2021 [see Pittsburgh
Applause, May 2021, page 3 - ed.]

O'Driscoll's article also reports
that Haldeman "completed a new
strategic plan for the museum"
and is being credited by the board
for "eliminating a projected
budget deficit of $375,000 in her
first 10 months on the job."
A national search firm has been
hired to find a successor.

Equity’s New ED
Alvin Vincent Jr. has been named
as the next executive director of
Actors' Equity Association
(AEA), the union has announced.
Vincent is a surprising choice, in
that he doesn't have a background
in the entertainment field. Most
of his career has
been with the
United Food
and Commercial Workers
International
Union (UFCW), which represents
about 1.3 million people in the
food processing industries.
Even union president Kate
Shindle commented on this in the
press release formally announcing
the appointment. "Al Vincent won
me over as soon as we met him,"

she wrote. "He believes to his
marrow in the dignity of workers,
and the inherent respect that artist
workers deserve. I truly believe
that we are about to enter a momentous era, and that we are incredibly fortunate to welcome Al
Vincent to Equity."

Band Booked
@ SXSW
Pittsburgh band Ferdinand the
Bull has been given a slot at this
year's South by Southwest Festival (SXSW).
Ferdinand the Bull is an indie-folk
collective was formed in 2013 and
is named after a popular 1936
children's book written by American author Munro Leaf (19051976). SXSW began in 1987 and
has grown into a massive and
prestigious multimedia event.
COVID-19 forced SXSW to go
virtual over the past two years,
but plans are moving forward for
the Austin festival to return inperson this March.
The news was first reported by
Jem Aswad for Variety. The full
article is available here.

Vincent most recently served as a
regional vice president for UFCW
and begins his new position on
February 1.
The union has also announced the
appointment of Regina MinceyGarlin the new assistant executive
director for finance and administration. She will be managing the
AEA budget and overseeing the
organization’s investments and
other assets.

www.pittsburghapplause.com
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GPAC
Grants

Library & New Union
Reach Tentative Deal
A tentative agreement has been
reached between the Carnegie
Library of Pittsburgh (CLP) and
roughly 300 workers over the
CLP's first-ever
union contract. The
news was reported
by WESA-FM's Bill
O'Driscoll.
This has been a
long process, made
so primarily because of the pandemic. It began in
mid 2020 when a group of interested staff members received help
from the United Steel Workers
of America to begin the organizing process. [See Pittsburgh Applause, July 2020, page 8 - ed.]

“Museum and cultural workers
deserve a sustainable way to make
a living,” explained one CLP employee at the time. COVID-19
meant that the first meeting had to
be done online. The four-year
contract affects 19 library
branches.
O'Driscoll's article explains that
the deal gives workers "a seat at
the table in library decisionmaking, as well as in workplace
health and safety, pay equity for
the lowest-paid workers, and affordable health care."
The agreement must still be ratified.

The first 24 local grants made
under the Creative Entrepreneur
Accelerator program have been
distributed.
Launched in October 2021 by the
Pennsylvania Council on the
Arts (PCA),
the program is
designed to
help working
artists. The
grants are being administered locally by
the Greater Pittsburgh Arts
Council (GPAC). A full list of
recipients is available here.
GPAC has also announced that it
is receiving a $500,000 grant
from the National Endowment
for the Arts (NEA). The funds
are part of the American Rescue
Plan to help arts organizations
recover from the COVID-19 pandemic. More than $20 million are
being distributed nationally.

Mary jo coll
(1957-2021)
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Universal’s
New Movie
Distribution
Model
The COVID-19 pandemic keeps
changing the entertainment industry, and the Universal Filmed Entertainment Group (UFEG) is
adapting its business model accordingly.

Another division of parent firm
Comcast-NBC operates Pittsburgh's cable television franchise.
Starting this year, most Universal
films will be available as pay-perview material on the streaming
platform Peacock as early as 45
days after hitting theaters. These
include several high-profile 2022
releases: "The 355" starring Jessica Chastain and Penelope Cruz;
"Ticket to Paradise" starring
George Clooney and Julia Roberts" and the "Downton Abbey"
sequel.
The company insists that this
model will embrace the streaming
world without sacrificing the
theater attendance.
“Prioritizing the theatrical experience and eventizing our world
class content remains the cornerstone of our business,” said
UFEG's Peter Levinsohn in a
press release. “By ensuring our
upcoming slate has both a theatri-
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Symphony Renames
Fellowship Program
A fellowship program for African
-American musicians at the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra
(PSO) is being expanded and renamed, the PSO has announced.
The 14-year-old Orchestra Training Program for
African American Musicians
is being renamed in honor
of the late PSO
violinist Paul J.
Ross. In 1965,
Ross became the first African
American musician to receive a
full-time contract from the symphony.

This fellowship is a two-year preprofessional program designed to
enable young musicians identifying as Black or African American
to dedicate themselves to the pursuit of an orchestral career. Participants work closely alongside
members of the PSO to train and
prepare for professional auditions
and opportunities. They also receive substantial financial and
professional development support
along with robust mentorship in a
welcoming and inclusive environment.
Details and application information are available here.

cal window and timely Peacock
debut, we satisfy the needs and
expectations for key stakeholders
across the spectrum, from our
filmmakers and producing partners, to cinemagoers and Peacock
subscribers.”
In other news, NBC Sports will
televise 21 games of the reformulated United States Football
League (USFL). The original
USFL operated from 1983 to
1985 with the aim of competing
with the National Football
League (NFL) but folded after a
costly lawsuit. The revived USFL
is owned by a division of Fox
Corporation. Some of the games
will be streamed live on Peacock.
Fox properties will air the remaining 22 games.

www.pittsburghapplause.com
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Local Museum Pro Gets Special Honor
You know that you've hit the Big
Time when something is named
after you. That honor has recently
been bestowed on a Pittsburgh
museum professional.
Carnegie Museum of Natural His-

honor recognizes Olds impressive
contributions to science: has discovered or been involved in the
description of 24 new minerals, of
which 21 contain uranium.
The mineral Oldsite forms from
the interaction of air and water
with uranium and iron-sulfide

ores in a humid underground environment This results in crystalline deposits on the surfaces of
mine walls. Oldsite was discovered in Utah by a team of international scientists and verified by
the International Mineralogical
Association.

Images

tory (part of the Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh) announced in
early December the naming of the
new mineral Oldsite after Dr.
Travis Olds, the museum’s Assistant Curator of Minerals. The

With new, custom-made elements —- title cards, music and sound
effects —- Channel Pittsburgh streams a special edition of the classic
silent film “Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse” on January 23.

www.pittsburghapplause.com
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CBS Jumps On Korea Band Wagon
From K-Pop bands to "Squid
Game," South Korean entertainment become an international
sensation. Not wanting to miss
out, ViacomCBS has announced
a strategic partnership with the
entertainment division of Korean
conglomerate CJ Group.

ViacomCBS owns two television
stations in Pittsburgh. CJ Group
was founded in 1955 as division
of Samsung Group called Cheil
Jedang to manufacture sugar and
flour. Over the next 20 years CJ

expanded into other foods and
entered the pharmaceuticals industry. CJ was spun off by Samsung in 1993 and branched into
media and entertainment.
Relevant divisions of the two
companies will co-develop and co
-produce English-language films
and scripted television series for
American audiences. Material
will also be generated for the
South Korean market.
"Korean entertainment has become a cultural juggernaut with
unprecedented demand, and CJ is
behind some of the biggest international hits that transcend bor-

ders, including Academy Awardwinning film 'Parasite'," said Dan
Cohen of ViacomCBS in a press
release. "We are excited to partner
with CJ to deliver world-class
content that will captivate our
collective audiences, expand our
intercontinental footprint and accelerate the growth of our streaming services with this powerful
collaboration."
The Paramount+ streaming network will be among the beneficiaries of this deal. It's one more
piece of good news for the
streamer: MediaPost.com's Karlene Lukovitz reports that a research firm that Paramount+ is the
fastest brand among all adults.

Will “Jeopardy!” Switch Channels?
Is the legendary game show
"Jeopardy!" coming to KDKATV? That's a very real possibility
according to a recent Los Angeles
Times article.

Considered one of the most challenging television games,
"Jeopardy" was created by TV
talk show host and media mogul
Merv Griffin (1925-2007). The
original version debuted in 1964
and was hosted by entertainer Art
Fleming (1924-1995) in various
iterations until 1979. When the
show was revived for syndication
in 1984, hosting duties were assumed by Canadian TV personal-

ity Alex Trebek (1940-2020).
Ownership of the series was acquired in 1994 by a division of
Sony Group Corporation. From
its debut, the syndicated version's
flagship stations have been those
owned by ABC-TV (now part of
The Walt Disney Company).
The initial fallout of Trebek's
death led to some very public
scandals over who would take
over the podium. Hosting duties
are currently shared by former
"Jeopardy!" player Ken Jennings
and actress Mayim Bialik. But
now that things have settled, the
ratings for "Jeopardy!" has risen
by about 6% --- sparking interest
in other station owners, including
ViacomCBS.

www.pittsburghapplause.com

According to The Times, ABC's
eight owned & operated (O&O)
have the local market rights to
"Jeopardy!" and "Wheel of Fortune" through the 2022-2023 season. "Negotiations and a decision
on where the two shows go are
months away," the article explains, "but potential contenders
have informally expressed interest
and held internal discussions on
what it will take to claim the
prize."
Both game shows currently run on
WPXI-TV, part of Cox Media
Group (which is jointly owned by
Apollo Global Management and
Cox Enterprises). If CBS does
win a bidding war for its O&O's,
the duo would jump to KDKATV when Sony's agreement with
Cox ends.

www.pittsburghaebook.com
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Opportunities
Full-time positions are available at four Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh branches with details available here.
Dates have been set aside by the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra (PSO) in February and March for auditions.
These include flautist, bassist and violinist. Click here for details. The PSO is also seeking an executive office associate and someone to manage individual giving. Click here for the full list.

Current openings at the Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh range from visitor services to art preparation. See the
full list.

KDKA-TV, part of ViacomCBS, has a number of positions open for local productions at their downtown studios.
Details here.

Applications are being accepted by the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra for the Paul J. Ross Fellowship. The
program is for African-American musicians. Click here for information and to apply.

Education, event and visitor services positions at the Children's Museum of Pittsburgh are currently available.
See the full list.

Local country music station WDSY, part of Audacy, is looking for a full-time morning host. Details and application here.

Two positions regarding City Theatre remain available per the company's web site. One is a full-time coordinator
with City and another is a talent coordinator to be shared with four other organizations. Read more.

WPXI-TV, part of Cox Media Group, is seeking someone with strong social media skills to be a content creator.
The station is also seeking a videographer, among other positions. See all the openings here.
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1. 18-Across’ “Mary Tyler Moore” role
6. Spinner, initially
8. “Star ____ “
9. Mysterious letters?
12. 18-Across’ “Hot in Cleveland” role
13. Reduces speed
15. Divination deck
17. Fast’s opposite
18. She would have turned 100 on
January 17 and is the subject of
this puzzle
21. Jeff Lynne’s band, initially
22. Oaf
23. Popular 1970’s hairstyle
26. Kenan’s funny friend
27. Pampering place
28. 18-Across’ “Golden Girls” role

R

6

1. Famous author and close friend
of 18-Across
2. Web site’s leading letters?
3. Cartoon scream
4. Most Wanted letters
5. Bird’shome
7. 18-Across’ 1983 game show
10. Another name for musician
Saul Hudson
11. Antarctic bay named for 19th century
Spanish sailor
14. Theoretical physicist and author Peter
16. Bar seat
19. 18-Across’ “Mama’s Family” role
20. Saran, for example
24. Not near
25. Cutting places, initially

